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16. Iron, Bronze, and Mithril coin reward boxes have been added. 

- You can receive enchantment stones, manastones, symbols, medals, and equipment from the reward 

boxes. 

17. Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Mithril coin exchange boxes have been added. 

- You can use lower level coins to acquire higher level coins. 

18. New morph methods have been added for crafting materials for Gunslinger, Songweaver, and 

Aethertech armor and weapons.  

19. Decreased the amount of Mixed Spices needed for cooking recipes.  

20. More ingredients can be shown in the crafting screen for necessary ingredients. 

21. The rank and abilities of some campaign quest reward equipment items have been increased. 

22. The drop rate for items obtained from boss monsters in some instance dungeons has been raised. 

- Dark Poeta, Steel Rake, Lower Udas Temple, Udas Temple, Draupnir Cave, Beshmundir Temple, 

Theobomos Lab, Fire Temple 

23. You can now select a class appropriate weapon from the Judge’s Fabled Weapon Chest. 

24. Fixed a problem with the awkward appearance of the Hot Swimsuit when using the Sit motion. 

25. Increased the drop rate for mythic grade equipment from Sheba in Sauro Supply Base. 

26. Normal scroll effects will no longer be applied when scrolls that persist through death are active. 

27. Timed scroll that persist through death can now be used by buff pets. 

28. The Dragonbound Shield can now be dyed. 

29. Some previously untradeable Eternal crafting items are now tradable. 

30. Fixed a bug related to Idian effects and secondary weapons. 



31. Casting speed stats on Modor’s Gunslinger Magic Vambrace and Lunatic Modor’s Gunslinger Magic 

Vambrace have been changed to attack speed.  

32. The selling prices of some Balic ingredients have been changed. 

33. Adjusted stats of some Heroic equipment. 

34. Fixed a problem where some drink items incorrectly shared a cooldown with food items. 

35. Fixed the awkward appearance of some items when equipped. 

36. Some item names and tooltips have been adjusted. 

37. Corrected problems related to items not appearing correctly. 

38. Fixed a problem with effects not functioning properly for necklaces obtained from Sauro Supply Base. 

39. Installation requirements of personal kisks have changed. 

- New personal kisks can be installed even when another kisk is already installed. 

- This does not apply to group, alliance, or legion kisks. 

- Group, alliance, and legion kisks cannot be installed when a personal kisk is already installed. 

40. Crucible Insignias can now be traded. 

41. Fire Mote, Fire Fragment, and Water Source items can now be traded. 

42. Pistols, Aethercannons, and Harps can now be obtained from the legion reward NPC’s. 

43. Adjusted stats of some items that can be purchased with Protectorate Coins. 

44. Ceramium coins can now be obtained as pet rewards for character level 61 to 65. 

45. Enmity boost stats have been added to Sarpan’s Brogans. 

46. Fixed problems related to the stats of Padmarashka’s Raging Pistol Set and Rebel Gunslinger’s 

Leather Set. 

47. Fixed a problem with Big Opal Ore and Big Nolan Ore not being consumed when crafting. 

48. Fixed a problem with transformation candy effects not stacking with the Insignia of Light Protection 

and Insignia of Darkness Protection. 

49. The Crucible Hero’s Draft effects will be applied first when used with other drink items. 

50. Changed some sound effects when moving Pistols, Aethercannons, and Harps into the inventory. 

51. Fixed a bug where Blade Crystal, Bastion Crystal, and Taw Crystal could not be sold. 



52. Fixed problems related to instance dungeon drop items not being temporarily tradable. 

53. Fixed a bug where aether could not be extracted when using an Aether Extractor. 

54. Fixed problems with skinning Dragon Lord’s Delight. 

55. Fixed problems with tuning being applied to some Wild Kitter weapons. 

56. Fixed tuning problems with Innocent Aris’ Orb. 

57. Fixed incorrect stats of some quest reward items. 

58. Fixed problems with skinning some quest reward items. 

59. Fixed problems where some quest items could be traded. 

60. Fixed the incorrect prices of some items available from merchants. 

61. Fixed the visual effects of some items. 

62. Fixed a problem where Fine Bracing Water shared a cooldown with other items. 

63. Fixed a problem with pets still appearing although they were dismissed. 

64. Fixed problems with reward items from pet gifts. 

65. Fixed problems where some items bought with Abyss Points were sellable. 

66. Fixed incorrect icons for some Green Sack items. 

67. Valor’s Heart can now be traded. 

68. Abex mobs in Katalam now drop Abex Meat. 

69. Fixed incorrect restocking times shown in Idian Depths. 

70. Fixed a bug where certain items could not be sold in a private store when stacked. 

71. Fixed a bug where certain items were unsellable when stacked. 

72. Higher level gatherables in Katalam, Danaria, and the Idian depths can now be unwrapped into lower 

level gatherables. 

73. Ceramium Medals now have a chance to be obtained from the Reward Box of Ophidan Victory.  

74. Increased the chances of receiving Ancient Coins from the Reward Box of Ophidan Victory. 

75. Casting speed stats on the Exalted Katalium Harp and Exalted Noble Katalium Harp have been 

changed to attack speed. 



76. Changed the appearance of some items obtained from the Eternal Bastion. 

77. Changed some settings for extracting Abyss Points from Abyss equipment. 

- Abyss Points can be extracted from Level 65 Eternal and below Abyss equipment, but not from Mythic 

Abyss equipment. 

78. Pistols, Harps, and Cipher-Blades are now obtainable from the Innocent Aris’s Weapon Guestbloom. 

79. Accessory Flux will now be used when crafting Katalium belts. 

80. Skill books that dropped in the world can now be purchased from class preceptors for all classes 

except Aethertech, Gunslinger, and Songweaver. 

81. Time Scrolls have been renamed as Bonus Entry Scrolls and the Instance Cooldown Pack has been 

renamed as the Instance Entry Boost Pack due to the instance entry system changes. 

UI 

1. A function has been added to write memos on the friend list. 

2. The method for switching the transparent map has changed. 

- At the right side of the map, a button has been added to switch between the small transparent map 

and the full transparent map. 

- When the small transparent map button is active, the small transparent map can be seen when 

opening the map (default <N> key). 

- When the full transparent map button is active, the full transparent map can be seen when opening 

the map (default <N> key). 

- After opening the transparent map with <N>, enter <N> again to close the transparent map. 

Small Transparent Map Large Transparent Map 

  
 

3. When opening the map for the first time, the map menu will not be displayed. 



4. When viewing the map on the Fast-Track server, information such as fortresses, bases, and artifacts 

will be shown as on the character’s standard server. 

5. Some popup screen locations have changed. 

6. A Bastion preview has been added to the Technist’s character creation screen. 

 

7. New hairstyles have been added. 

- 2 female hairstyles 

 

- 2 male hairstyles 

 



8. The item preview screen has been improved. 

- A function has been added to view Cipher-Blade appearance. 

Before After 

  

 

Remodelling UI 



 

9. A “Member Info” button has been added to the Find Group UI to check group members more easily. 

 

10. Changed the appearance of buttons in the shop. 

Before After 

  
 

 

 



11. Changed the appearance of the artifact activation window. 

Before After 

  
 

12. Fixed a problem with quest markers not appearing on the map in Katalam and Danaria. 

13. Fixed problems with deleted friends being restored to their previous status. 

14. Fixed problems related to repeatable skills not appearing correctly in the movable quickbars. 

15. Fixed a problem with incorrect information being showed when linking items. 

16. Fixed an issue with portions of Danaria not appearing on the map. 

17. Fixed problems with the quest tracker. 

18. Fixed problems with faces looking strange when switching genders. 

19. Fixed a bug where the other faction would not appear on the radar when the Hide Other Characters 

option in the settings was enabled. 

20. Fixed item listings for the Divine Armor merchants in Marchutan Priory and Kaisinel Academy. 

21. Modified locations of UI buttons and tooltips. 

22. Fixed an issue where the map appeared abnormally smaller in certain situations. 



23. Fixed a bug where the transparency and UI size values in the Settings -> Game Settings -> Interface 

menu displayed incorrectly. 

24. Fixed a bug with text selection in the Find Group list. 

25. The wait time when adding a Find Group message has changed. 

26. Danuar Mysticarium and Legion’s Danuar Mysticarium maps will now display correctly. 

27. Fixed miscellaneous issues with graphic settings. 

28. Fixed an issue where HP/MP recovery rates of untargeted opponents were displayed. 

29. Modified map display functions related to fortress sieges.  

30. Some new tips have been added to the zone loading screens. 

Siege 

1. Katalam and Danaria siege times have changed. 

Time Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

14:00  

to 

15:00 

 Silona   Silona Sillus 
Silona 

Pradeth 

21:00  

to  

22:00 

 

Sillus  Pradeth Sillus Pradeth   

 

2. Tiamaranta siege times have changed. 

Time Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

14:00 to 15:00 All Hearts  All Hearts All Hearts    

18:00 to 19:00 All Hearts All Hearts All Hearts All Hearts All Hearts All Hearts All Hearts 

21:00 to 22:00  All Hearts    All Hearts All Hearts 



3. Siege times for Inggison and Gelkmaros fortresses are as follows. 

Time Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

13:00 to 

14:00 
   

Temple of 

Scales, 

Vorgaltem 

Citadel 

Altar of 

Avarice, 

Crimson 

Temple 

All  

20:00 to 

21:00 

Temple of 

Scales, 

Vorgaltem 

Citadel 

Altar of 

Avarice, 

Crimson 

Temple 

All    All 

 

4. The range of mounts around Pradeth Fortress has been adjusted. 

5. The chance for the Dredgion to appear during Katalam and Danaria sieges has changed. 

6. Brigade General Tarbosch has a chance to appear along with the Dredgion Commander at Katalam 

and Danaria sieges. 

7. Fixed a bug where system messages would not display at the start and end of Gelkmaros sieges. 

8. Drastically reduced the chance for the Dredgion to appear in Inggison and Gelkmaros sieges. 

9. Fixed a bug where a character would teleport outside of the fortress in Inggison and Gelkmaros after 

logging back into the game, even if the fortress was occupied. 

10. The amount of participants who can receive the Hero rank when succeeding in conquering or 

defending all fortresses has been increased. 

Fortress Before After 

Katalam / Danaria 10 12 

Inggison / Gelkmaros 10 12 

Inner Upper Abyss 10 12 

Lower Abyss 10 12 

Divine 20 24 

Outer Upper Abyss 15 18 

 

11. The amount of consumables a Brigade General can receive from succeeding at all sieges has been 

increased. 


